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This is the PLCC client addendum. This addendum describes the pop-up window tabs, fields, 
and ranges of valid parameters for entry in those fields. 

NOTE 
The documentation and/or manuals provided by the server’s vendors must be read and 
understood thoroughly prior to configuration. 

 

Revision Description Date 
A Release for  Production July 2013 
B Release per Link 010000A March 2014 
C Remove Double quote refs October 2014 
D Formatting Update March 2016 
E Updated Features February 2018 
F Added Excel Version Info. April 2018 

 

About this Addendum 
Use of this addendum should be for reference purposes only; all parameters to be entered 
should be carefully planned prior to any configuration attempts. Any information about aspects 
of the PLCC operation should be referenced from this addendum, the ConfigWiz 2.0 User’s 
Manual (UM-2018).  
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Introduction to PLCC 

Growing trends toward automation, remote control of field devices and general concerns for the 
efficient usage of communication line bandwidth between master stations and substations has 
brought about the need to custom configure RTUs for calculation routines. Moving the task of 
calculation and logic control from the master stations and parceling all or some of the work to 
RTUs at substations produces two main benefits; less congestion of the communication lines 
and automatic control in the case of communication line loss or temporary interruption. 

QEI’s Programmable Logic and Communication Control (PLCC) is a supplement software 
package for the ePAQ94xx processor and is a direct add-on to ConfigWiz 2.0. The main added 
functions of PLCC are much enhanced automated control of field devices and real-time 
calculation capability. Users can program calculation routines directly to the RTU to handle a 
virtually limitless amount of control parameters. 

Another key feature that the PLCC provides is as a pseudo-data converter that collects data 
bits from the field devices and serves them to the master station servers in suitable 
programming format for particular servers. For example, an RTU configuration may have many 
field device clients with 24 or 32 data bit formats and two different master station servers that 
use two different data bit formats. One master station server may use a 12-bit format, while the 
other uses a 16-bit format. With the PLCC acting as the driver between the clients and servers 
on the RTU, it is possible to serve both of these formats efficiently by converting the data into 
compatible formats in both directions by re-scaling or splitting the data into multiple values. 
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PLCC Architecture 
A unique characteristic of PLCC is that ConfigWiz 2.0 treats it as both a client and a server. 
When a PLCC client is added, a PLCC server is also added automatically after calculations are 
entered. PLCC is as an entity that performs like a client and a server and therefore must be 
viewed by the RTU as such. The PLCC client and server both assume physical space on the 
RTU just like all other clients and servers. However, the PLCC client and server are internal 
only, they do not communicate directly with master stations or field devices. The PLCC client 
and server only communicate internally with the other clients and servers on the RTU. See the 
following image: 

 

NOTE 
In the above figure, three of the clients map points to the PLCC client and one does not. This is 
done to illustrate that not all the clients must map to the PLCC. Client points can be mapped to 
the master server, the PLCC server or both. And a client point can be mapped multiple times 
via the PLCC. 

When a PLCC client is added, most of the same tasks for configuring any other client must be 
performed. The PLCC client must be sized, the points may be filtered, and the points must be 
mapped. But the calculation programming that can be performed, that makes the PLCC feature 
so powerful, is totally different from any other configuration step used in the ConfigWiz 2.0 
utility.  However, it is important to note that the PLCC server does not require any input from the 
user. 
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About this Section 

This section is arranged to enable the user to progress rapidly from installing the software, to 
configuring a PLCC. It is important that the user read this section entirely before attempting any 
PLCC configurations. It is necessary also to read and understand all of the functions in the 
ConfigWiz 2.0 manual before using the PLCC. Be sure to use the ConfigWiz 2.0 manual in 
conjunction with this manual. 

Most of the procedures for adding PLCC are identical to procedures used for adding other 
ConfigWiz 2.0 components in ConfigWiz 2.0. However, there are some differences and they will 
be identified where they occur. 

This section contains the following: 

• General overview of how PLCC functions with ConfigWiz 2.0. It also describes the 
theory of systems configurations, and PLCC architecture. 

• Installation procedures specific to PLCC, and terms and conventions used in this 
manual. 

• Requirements for using PLCC, preferred methods of using ConfigWiz 2.0 with 
PLCC, and the sequence of operations for PLCC. 

• Steps for adding a PLCC. 

• Steps and special notes for removing a PLCC. 

• Steps for configuring a PLCC client including, sizing, resizing, and filtering data 
points. 

• Tools used for performing calculations in the PLCC calculation edit session. 

• Procedures for formulating, entering, editing, and saving calculations formulas. 

• Lists and definitions of all the functions that are available for use when entering 
calculations formulas. 
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Before You Begin 
PLCC is a powerful and versatile supplement to ConfigWiz 2.0.  However, it is very important 
that the user plan the work to be performed prior to using ConfigWiz 2.0 and PLCC, so that the 
configuration proceeds smoothly and efficiently. It is not advisable to attempt any system 
configurations, without a good understanding of the system to be configured, knowledge of the 
equipment used in the system, and data throughput needs to attain maximum efficiency. 
Individuals performing PLCC calculations setup should be involved with the needs assessment, 
design, and implementation of the system. Individuals that have this type of intimate 
involvement with the system facilitate the speed and accuracy of initial configurations. 

It is important that the user understand the role of PLCC as a supplemental package that 
greatly enhances the role of the RTU in the SCADA system.  PLCC enables the user to select 
and enter from a list of pre-written functions for calculations, but it does not perform any system 
needs analysis.  For this reason, it is evident that planning and coordination before using PLCC 
is extremely important. There should be no doubts as to the specific calculations that must be 
entered into any of the various screens in PLCC.  

This manual describes all of the fields, pop-up windows, and commands unique to PLCC, but 
the specific information needed for your system is not included because all systems are 
different. Some of the common items that should be available or known before and during a 
PLCC usage are listed below. 

Sequence of Operations 

The following steps list the sequence of operations for using PLCC: 

1.   Choose a generic RTU file that best fits the category of a specific RTU. 

2.   Add a PLCC client. 

3. Size the PLCC client. 

4. Filter the data points for the PLCC client, if needed. 

5. Create the calculations for the PLCC client. 

6. Write the RTU file to the processor board. 

PLCC Configuration Requirements 

Users must be familiar with all items in system PLCC requirements before attempting any 
PLCC configurations. It is also important to have all system configuration parameters prepared 
before attempting any PLCC configurations. Refer to the ConfigWiz 2.0 manual for a list of 
required information that should be available before and during configurations. 

PLCC Point Name Definition 

It is very important for the user to understand the concept of the Point Name list that is used by 
the RTU. The Point Name list is a record of all the data points (Analog, Status, Accums, 
Controls, and SetPoints) that are available to the PLCC. These points are sequenced by device 
type, so that all of the data points for the first client added, make up the beginning of the 
sequence in the Point Name list. If the first client added had three (3) Analog data points, three 
(3) Accum data points, three (3) SetPoint data points, three (3) Status data points, and three (3) 
Control data points the Point Key list would list those data points as one (1) through fifteen (15).  

All subsequent clients that are added get their total of data points added in sequence beginning 
at the last in sequence for the first client. For example, if a subsequent client was added with 
five (5) Analog data points, five (5) Accum data points, five (5) SetPoint data points, five (5) 
Status data points, and five (5) Control data points, the second clients data points in the Point 
Key list would be sequenced at sixteen (16) through forty (40). See the figure below. 
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In this figure, the Analog data points are shown in sequence. This is how the data points are 
stored and recognized by ConfigWiz 2.0 and PLCC. 

NOTE 
For this example, notice that the second client added is a PLCC client.  

It should be evident that any calculations that used the data points will be invalid after that client 
and its data points are removed. Also, any calculations that are based on the sequence prior to 
deletion and subsequent additions will be incorrect because of the modification that has taken 
place in the Point Name list sequence. 
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Adding a PLCC 
A PLCC is added using the same steps as adding a field device.  

1. Select the IEDs Palette.   

2. Double-click or drag the PLCC client  

 

3. Select PLCCc. 

4. The Sizing pop-up window displays. 

NOTE 
Notice that in the Add Field Device (IED) pop-up window, PLCC has a lower case 
“c” succeeding it. This denotes that it is a client. The PLCC server has a lower case 
“s” succeeding it, denoting that it is a server. A PLCC server cannot be added 
manually. 
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Removing a PLCC 

NOTE 
Only one PLCC client is available for any configuration. Attempting to add any more PLCC 
clients after one has already been added is not possible. 

A PLCC is removed using the same steps as removing a field device. 

1. Right-click on the PLCC in the RTU Tree.  The right-click pull down menu displays. 

  

2. Select DELETE, and then select YES to confirm removal.   

If the PLCC server was created after performing an Edit Session, then the PLCC server must 
also be deleted. 

Configuring a PLCC Client 
Configuring a PLCC client consists of Sizing the PLCC client for the total number of data points 
available and then filtering those data points that are available for mapping. The PLCC client is 
different from other clients because data points are automatically mapped to the PLCC server 
which itself is automatically generated. 

Sizing a PLCC Client 

When adding a PLCC client the Sizing pop-up window displays, as previously discussed. 

Follow these steps to size a PLCC client: 

3. Select the maximum number of data points needed for each data point field in the 
Sizing pop-up window.  

NOTE 
It is important to remember that calculations performed by PLCC can generate 
more data points that may need to be mapped to the master station servers. PLCC 
points can be used as temporary storage of data and do not have to be mapped to 
the master servers, but they must be included in the sizing. It is recommended that 
a liberal estimate for the number of data points be used, therefore no shortage of 
available data points will occur. 
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4. Select OK. 

5. Select EXIT on the Add Field Device (IED) pop-up window. 

Resizing a PLCC Client 

If it is necessary to resize a PLCC client after the initial sizing, follow these steps: 

1. Right-click on the PLCC in the RTU Tree.  The right-click pull-down menu displays. 

 

2. Select Resize.  The Point Resizing pop-up window displays. 

 

3. Change any of the data point field values as needed. 

4. Select OK, when finished. 

Filtering Data Points for a PLCC Client 

Points filtering procedures are the same as for a field device client. Refer to “Configuring 
Clients” in the ConfigWiz 2.0 User manual for more information. 

Configuring a PLCC Server 

Adding a PLCC client also adds a PLCC server as a matter of incident. However, the PLCC 
server is not added to the ConfigWiz 2.0 RTU Tree. A user can see that a PLCCs has been 
added under the Servers Palette 

NOTE 
PLCC server configuration is not a required task for the performance of the PLCC 

Configuring Ports 

The PLCC client and server are internal devices that do not have external connections and 
therefore, no port configuration is possible. The PLCC client links to other clients on the 
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processor board that have ports configurations. The PLCC server also links to other servers on 
the processor board that have ports configurations, but the PLCC does not have ports to 
configure. 

Configuring Options for a PLCC Client 

The only option that can be set for the PLCC client is the calculation interval time in 
milliseconds. The calculation interval determines the amount of time that elapses between the 
completion of one PLCC calculation routine and the next execution of the PLCC calculation 
routine. The valid range for the calculation interval is the range between 0 to 3600000. If the 
execution time of the calculation routine is greater than the calculation interval, the PLCC will 
run continuously. 

To set the calculation interval: 

1. Right-click on the PLCC client icon in the ConfigWiz 2.0 main window.  The PLCC 
client right-click pull-down menu displays. 

 

2. Select Properties.  The Options pop-up window displays. 

 

3. Set the CalcInterval to the required value. 

4. Select OK when finished. 

Calculation Edit Session Tools  
The calculation edit session tools enable the user to configure the PLCC to perform 
calculations and routines that will automate the control of the RTU and the linked field devices. 

Beginning a Calculation Edit Session 

To begin a calculation edit session: 

1. Right-click on the PLCC client.  The right-click pull-down menu displays. 
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2. Select Calculations.  ConfigWiz 2.0 opens the calculation editor. 

 

Notes on Scaling and Normalization for Analog and Set Points 

The RTU transfers most of the Analog and SetPoint values from the clients to the servers and 
from the servers to the clients normalized to a full-scale 16-bit signed raw value (+32767 to –
32768). Some clients and servers are limited to 12-bit raw values and they handle the 16-bit 
normalization. Normalizing is a conversion of any raw value, regardless of the number of bits 
used, to represent full scale to a number in which the full scale is always 16 bits. There are 
certain types of points that are always transmitted without any normalization in their original raw 
format. These points may have unsigned 12-bit or 16-bit values, timing information, numeric 
codes, etc. Before using any analog value in the PLCC, the format of the raw data must be 
understood to apply the correct scaling, if required. 

READING ANALOG VALUES.  Analog raw values from servers or clients read by the PLCC 
are converted to floating-point numbers. All values stored in the PLCC are in floating-point 
format.  A floating-point number can remain with its original raw value or it can be scaled to 
engineering units by applying the required scaling factors within the calculations.   A special 
zero value that is of use is the “zero” associated with 4 mA on a 4-20 mA signal.  That zero 
corresponds to 6553.4 while the 20 mA corresponds to 32767. 

WRITING ANALOG VALUES.  The PLCC stores every analog floating-point value in two ways. 
If the point is part of the PLCC client, the value is stored in floating-point format for its internal 
use. The values sent to other clients or servers are stored as a 16-bit integer. Conversion of 
engineering units back to a 16-bit normalized format before the value is given to the server or 
the client can be done using PLCC calculations. 
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NOTE 
Control Point information stored in the PLCC is non-volatile. In the event of a power loss or 
a system restart, any information stored in PLCC Control Points will not be lost. 

The Keyword column contains all the available functions for use while configuring calculations 
and formulas. The Function Definitions Section of this manual should be used to determine 
proper function configuration and syntax.  
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Calculations Column Contents 

Label Used to enter the label for jumps. Labels cannot be valid cell 
references that are used by Excel, instead they may be any 
alphanumeric description beginning with an alphabetic character and 
a maximum of 10 characters to avoid looking like a valid Excel cell 
reference. Lower or upper case are equivalent. 

Target Stores values that are the result of formulas. Results can be either 
analog values, accumulator values, digital values, control values, or 
setpoint values. It is important that these results have the correct type 
of target asscociated to them. Lower or upper case are equivalent 

Formula Used to input formulas for PLCC functions. Formulas are limited to 
240 characters and can be typed using lower or upper case 
characters.( BACK , back, Back or baCK are equivalent) 

Comment Used for commenting on the function of the formula in a particular 
line. Comments should be used to clarify formulas or expressions 
which are not obvious. Comments should be kept brief to save 
memory. 

Ending a Calculation Edit Session 

To end a calculation edit session: 

 

Hit OK. 

Canceling a Calculation Edit Session 

To cancel a calculation edit session, hit Cancel. 

 

 

Performing PLCC Calculations 
In order to perform PLCC calculations, the RTU file should contain all the master station 
servers, all the field device clients, and the PLCC client for a particular configuration. All of the 
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data points needed for this particular configuration should be sized and filtered, whether it is 
based on a generic duplicate RTU file or it is a stand-alone does not matter. It is important to 
have all of the devices in place and all of the data points sized and filtered, so that there will be 
no deletion or addition of data points to complicate the calculation edit session. 

The RTU and PLCC use raw data to perform programmed operations and not engineering 
units. However, users normally enter and use engineering units to perform calculations 
operations. Because of this difference, the raw data must be converted to engineering units for 
calculations. Converting the data in both directions is an essential operation that must be 
performed in order for the calculations to be understood by the RTU and the user. This 
conversion is achieved by scaling the raw data into engineering units using mathematical 
functions.  

SetPoint data (SP) can be divided into two categories; data that goes to a real client and data 
that goes to the PLCC as a result of calculations. Also, SetPoint data is non-volatile, it will not 
be lost in the event of a power loss or a system restart. It is important to note this because any 
essential data that cannot be risked should be stored in PLCC as an SP. If an AN point is 
needed, going to a server that must be non-volatile; you must store it as an SP and then store 
the SP into the AN. 

It is important to understand the flow of data to select points for formulas and targets as shown 
below: 

• AN (Analog Input) and AC (Accumulator) values from any client except PLCC can 
only be used as inputs. 

• SP (Analog Output) values to any client except PLCC can only be used as outputs. 

• ST (Status) values from any client except PLCC can only be used as inputs. 

• CT (Control) values to any client except PLCC can only be used as outputs. 

• AN, AC, SP, ST and CT values from the PLCC can be used as inputs or outputs.  

NOTE 
SetPoint data is non-volatile. Any data that is essential to the operation of the RTU that 
must be restored at restart must be stored in a PLCC SP or CT.  
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PLCC Calculations Process 

All calculation processes performed by the PLCC are input in the Calculations spreadsheet. 
Using the formula functions from the Functions spreadsheet and ANs, SPs, STs, or CTs, the 
PLCC calculations can be constructed. The process includes:  

• Beginning a calculation edit session 

• Inputting formulas and selecting data points for inclusion in the formulas 

• Ending the calculation edit session 

Entering Formulas 

1. Begin a calculation edit session. Refer to Beginning a Calculation Edit Session for 
more information. 

2. If required, type a name for the first formula in the first Label cell.  Labels may 
contain underscores and should be alphanumeric. Labels can be a maximum of 10 
characters in length. 

3. Select the formula line that corresponds to the label cell for that particular formula. 

4. Select the Keyword desired.  

5. Type the expression, function, constant or variable in the formula bar. If an error 
exists with a function, the user will be prompted with a warning message when 
pressing OK to exit the calculation session. 

6. To enter variables you can type the Point Name or double click on the desired 
Point Name or Description. 

7. Select Enter. 

NOTE 
As a general rule, select Enter when variable entries are completed. In the formula 
mode (typing a formula) clicking of the mouse inputs the cell address into the 
formula. Only click in the value field of the required point to get the Point Name. 

Example: 
SQR(PLCCC$1$AN0000) is a valid entry by clicking on the Function column 
Select the Target cell that corresponds to the preceding formula.  The target 
contains the information that directs the result of the formula to a data point. A 
target can be entered by selecting the appropriate cell and then double clicking on 
the desired Point Name or Description. A user can also begin to type the target 
name and select the target from the drop down list, 

8. Type the Point Key ID without an equals symbol (=). 

9. Select an AC, AN, SP, ST, or CT target by doing either of the following: 

 Selecting the Point Name.  

 Selecting the Description 

 

General Rules for Formulas and Calculations 

• The PLCC reads the formulas line-by-line beginning at the top line and proceeding 
downward. 

• A sequence of three empty formula cells signifies the end of the calculation 
process. When the edit session is ended, any formula stored below three (3) empty 
formula cells will be discarded. 
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• A Jump goes to the line that contains the corresponding label that is called in the 
Jump. 

• A Back goes to the line succeeding the line containing the last executed Jump. 

• No other jumps are allowed between a JUMP() and a corresponding BACK() 

• It is necessary to select Enter to complete a formula or target entry. 

• The order of operators by priority are: ()    ,     -(negation)     %       * /       +  -        = 
<  >. It is recommended to use parenthesis to control the priority and to facilitate 
reading the formula. 

• Expressions can be constants, functions, variables and operators in any sequence. 
Example of expressions:  
PLCCC$1$AN0001+PLCCC$1$AN0001      4.75*PLCCC$1$SP0002    
SUM(PLCCC$1$AN0001,PLCCC$1$AN0002,PLCCC$1$AN0003)/(PLCCC$1$SP
0005/MAX(PLCCC$1$AN0006-PLCCC$1$AN0007,DAY(NOW()))) 
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Special Notes on Formulas 

Refer to the following notes when entering formulas. 

• True () function represents any number that is not 0.0. 

• False () function represents the number 0.0. 

• Expressions and Values are converted to True () ad False () as follows: 

• A value of 0.0 is False (), any value that is not 0.0 is True ().  

• Test an expression or value for True() or False() as follows: 
 
Valid examples: 
 
IF(PLCCC$1$AN0001,JUMP(ValueTrue),JUMP(ValueFalse))  
IF(PLCCC$1$AN0001+PLCCC$1$AN0002+PLCCC$1$AN0003, 
JUMP(ValueTrue),JUMP(ValueFalse))  
IF(PLCCC$1$AN0001>127, JUMP(ValueTrue),JUMP(ValueFalse))  
IF(PLCCC$1$ST0001, JUMP(ValueTrue),JUMP(ValueFalse))  
IF(PLCCC$1$ST0002=1, 1, 0); if PLCCC$1$ST0002 is 1 a 1 will be stored in the 
Target 
IF(PLCCC$1$ST0003=0, JUMP(ValueTrue),JUMP(ValueFalse)) ; if 
PLCCC$1$ST0003 is 0 we will jump to the label ValueTrue 
=TRUE(); target will be set to 1 
=1 ; target will be set to 1 
=False() ;target will be set to zero 
=0 ;target will be set to zero 
 
Invalid examples: 
 
IF(PLCCC$1$AN0001=False(),JUMP(“ValueTrue”),JUMP(“ValueFalse”)) 
IF(PLCCC$1$ST0001=False(),JUMP(“ValueTrue”),JUMP(“ValueFalse”))  
IF(PLCCC$1$ST0001=True(),JUMP(“ValueTrue”),JUMP(“ValueFalse”))  
PLCCC$1$SP0022=False() 
IF(ISFAILED(PLCCC$1$AN0001)=True(),JUMP(“ValueTrue”),JUMP(“ValueFalse”)
)   

• Logical values can not be compared to True() or False() they are evaluated to 
True() or False() automatically. 

• When using client or server points in calculations for comparison purposes, the 
user must be aware that any point used in multiple comparisons can change in 
value between comparisons. It is recommended to store the value as a PLCC 
point, and then use it for multiple comparisons to avoid change of values that may 
cause incorrect decisions.  

• When storing intermediate values, do not use the same point that will receive the 
final value, always use points that are not mapped to a server or a client. The client 
or server has access to the value as soon as it is written and it may act or transmit 
it on the intermediate value. 

Special Note on Time Functions 

The time functions require that the ePAQ94xx processor board be provided with the optional 
Hardware Real Time Clock. Verify that the ePAQ94xx processor board has this option installed 
or contact QEI to order this option. The Hardware Real Time Clock ensures that all the Time 
functions will be accurate after power failures or RTU restarts independent of communications 
with the Master Station. 
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Special Notes on Timers 

Timers are used for general purpose timing and elapsed time timing. The two types of timers 
are elapsed time timers and toggle timers. Timers are grouped into Type 1 or Type 2 and there 
are sixteen timers in total of both types. 

Type 1 timers are elapsed time timers. An elapsed time timer can be set at any time to any 
value and it will count down from that set value to zero and it will remain at zero.  

Type 2 timers are toggle timers. A toggle timer can be set at any time and to any value and it 
will count down from that value to zero. The toggle timer toggles the state of the associated ST 
or CT target when it reaches zero. The cycle of the toggle timer will repeat continuously at the 
rate set in the timer.  

Setting the timer to zero stops both type 1 and 2 timers. Type 1 timers can be read at any time 
to see the current value for the timer. Toggle timers can be checked only by monitoring the 
state of the associated ST or CT. A major difference between timers and in what situation to 
use them is error. Error occurs from the accumulated time that it takes the PLCC to set the 
timer after it is reset to zero. Elapsed time timers accumulate setting time error, but toggle 
timers do not. 

For example, assume that a timer is set for 10000ms and the PLCC runs every 1000ms, the 
operation based on the timer can have a 1000ms error. The error is cumulative because, as the 
timer is set again, only when the PLCC runs, the setting time delays are accumulated. Every 
ten seconds after the elapsed timer resets to zero it may take zero to one second before it can 
be reset. In the same example, assuming a toggle timer, there is still a zero to one second 
error, but the error is non-cumulative. 

Special Notes on Wait Loops 

Wait periods, or loops, should be implemented with caution unless there is no concern about 
the execution time for this program or other programs that may be needed in the future. Wait 
loops should be implemented in a way that allows the PLCC program to execute other routines 
independently of wait loops. 

Example: 

 = initialize code as required 
                   "         " 
 = initialize code as required 
testw1 =IF(PLCCC$1$SP0100,JUMP(wait1),0) local wait 1 
testw2 =IF(PLCCC$1$SP0101,JUMP(wait1),0) local wait 2 
next =do something as required code to be executed always 
 =IF(GETTIMER(1)=0,JUMP(local1),0) time to run local 1? 
 =IF(GETTIMER(2)=0,JUMP(local2),0) time to run local 2? 
 =do something as required code to be executed always 
                      "         "               "       "            
 =do something as required code to be executed always 
 =JUMP(exit) finish 
local1 =SETTIMER(1,1,100) run every second 
 =do something as required for local1 

 
 =SETTIMER(4,1,500) wait 5 seconds under some specific  
    condition 
 =1       PLCCC$1$AN0100 flag to enable local1 wait1 
wait1 IF(GETTIMER(4)>0,JUMP(testw2),0) local wait done if timer=0 
 =0       PLCCC$1$AN0100 reset flag 
 =do something as required for local1 
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 =JUMP(testw2) continue 
local2 =SETTIMER(2,1,10000) run every 100 second 
 =do something as required for local2 
 =SETTIMER(5,1,5000) wait 50 seconds under some specific 
    condition 
 =1      PLCCC$1$AN0101 flag to enable local2 wait2 
wait2 IF(GETTIMER(5)>0,JUMP(next),0) local wait done if timer=0 
 =0      PLCCC$1$AN0101 reset flag 
 =do something as required for local2 
 =JUMP(next) 
exit  end of PLCC formulas 

This method allows the routines to run with local delays that will not interfere with the timing of 
other routines.  It is also recommended to break the overall requirements into subroutines that 
may run at different times based on specific speed requirements. It is not recommended to run 
every routine at the same speed, if it is not needed. 

Special Notes on Alarm Function 

The alarm function is used to take multiple points and aggregate them in to a single alarm for 
transmission to the master station.  

The Syntax is: 

Label1 =ALARM(ID,CT,ST…) ST  

Where the ID is unique for each call of the alarm function (1 to 16), the CT is a control point to 
reset the alarm bit (set to 1 to reset), and the remaining points are the points to aggregate.  The 
output is the alarm bit to send back to the master. 

The rule is that for each point in the list (after the control point), the false-to-true transition of 
any one will make the output go to a 1.  Once the point is reset from the master, that same 
point would no longer cause an output unless it cleared and then re-alarmed.  Other points in 
the list would separately create the alarm based on a false-to-true transition. 

Any expression is allowed, for example NOT(PLCCC$1$ST0001) or 
AND(PLCCC$1$ST0002,NOT(PLCCC$1$ST0003)), and so on.  There is an implicit “ORing” 
between the points.  Analogs are allowed, as long as the result is a Boolean expression, e.g. 
(PLCCC$1$AN0003 > 5).  

To concatenate lines, the output point can be used as an input point to a subsequent call to 
ALARM(), as long as the ID is unique. 
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Editing Functionality 

Row Edit Features: 

The following section describes the control buttons at the bottom of the Calculations screen: 

• Add Button – Appends a blank row at the end of the PLCC Calculation sheet. 

• Delete Button – Deletes one or more rows from the PLCC Calculation sheet.  This can 
be done by clicking the Delete control button after you left click on the Index column to 
select the first row and then use the shift key and left click to select additional rows. 
You can also select multiple rows by left clicking on the Index column and then 
highlight the additional rows.  Note that the entire row will be deleted even if all columns 
in the row are not selected.  

 

• Import Button – Import an existing PLCC spreadsheet file (Excel file format) into the 
PLCC client.  Selecting this button presents the “Open Import PLCC Calculation File” 
screen to allow the user to select an existing PLCC Calculation file to import.  Upon 
successful import a pop-up dialog will appear stating that the import was successful.  
The user can select “OK” to continue. 
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• Export Button – Export (save) an existing PLCC spreadsheet in Excel file format.   
Selecting this button presents the “Save Export PLCC Calculation File” to allow the 
user to select a location to store the file.  Upon successful export a pop-up dialog will 
appear stating that the export was successful and the user can select “OK” to continue.  
This is especially useful when creating long, repetitive type calculations. 
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NOTE 
ConfigWiz 2.0 Export and Import functionality is compatible with Microsoft Excel ® 
2010 or later.  
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Cell Edit Features: 

• Cell Copy/Cut/Delete - The contents of an Individual cell can be modified by right 
clicking on a single cell.  This will present an edit menu where the user can select cut, 
delete or copy. 

 

• Cell Paste - The contents of a copied cell can then be pasted into another cell by right 
clicking on a single cell.  The will present an edit menu where the user can select the 
paste option. 

• Cell Right/Left Justify – The contents of a cell can be aligned as either right or left 
justified where the default is left justified.  To toggle between left and right justify, right 
click on a single cell and select the “right to left reading order” option. 
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Multiple Cell Edit Features: 

• Multiple cells can be copied, cut or deleted by 1) Left click on a non-header column and 
then shift left click to select additional cells or 2) Left click on a non-header column and 
then drag to select multiple rows.  Note that a non-header column is defined as any 
column other than column one (Index).  A context menu will appear giving the user the 
option to select the copy, cut or delete options.  Note: Only the cells highlighted will be 
copied. 

 

• The multiple cells can then be copied into the same column locations at a different row 
location by right clicking on a target header column (Index) and selecting Paste from 
the pop-up context menu. 
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Insert Rows: 

• Rows can be added anywhere on the calculations form by right clicking on the Index 
column on a particular row and selecting either Insert Row Before or Insert Row After 
which will add a row before or after the selected row, 
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Functions Definitions—Mathematical and Trigonometry 
 
 
Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

 
Required Function Variables 
Definitions and Output Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

ABS Returns the absolute 
value of a number. 

Number AN, SP or Expression containing 
the number 

ABS(Number) 

Example: 
ABS(PLCCC$1$AN0022) Output AN or SP 

AVERAGE Returns the average 
(arithmetic mean) of the 
numbers. 

Numbers   AN, SP or Expression containing 
the numbers 

AVERAGE(Number, Number,…, 
Number) 
 
Example: 
AVERAGE(PLCCC$1$SP0044, 
PLCCC$1$AN0022, 
PLCCC$1$AN0023, 
PLCCC$1$AN0024) 

Output AN or SP 

BETWEEN Returns TRUE if number 
greater than LowLimit 
and less than HighLimit 

Number   AN, SP or Expression containing 
the number to be compared 

BETWEEN(Number,LowLimit, 
HighLimit)  

 
Example: 
BETWEEN(PLCCC$1$SP0044-
PLCCC$1$AN0022,AIP23,122.75) 

LowLimit Constant, AN, SP or Expression 
containing the number defining the 
low limit of the comparison 

HighLimit Constant, AN, SP or Expression 
containing the number defining the 
high limit of the comparison 

Output ST or CT set to 1 if TRUE 

CEILING Returns number rounded 
up, away from zero, to 
the nearest multiple of 
significance. 

Number AN, SP or Expression containing 
the number 

CEILING(Number,Significance)  

Example: 
CEILING(PLCCC$1$SP0044,0.12
5) 

Significance Constant, AN, SP or Expression 
containing the significance 

Output AN or SP 

COS Returns the cosine of the 
given angle in radians. 

Angle AN, SP or Expression containing 
the angle 

COS(Angle)  

Example: 
COS(PLCCC$1$SP0044) Output AN or SP 

COSH Returns the hyperbolic 
cosine of a number. 

Number AN, SP or Expression containing 
the number  

COSH(Number)  

Example: 
COSH(PLCCC$1$SP0045) Output AN or SP 
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Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

 
Required Function Variables 
Definitions and Output Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

EXP Returns e raised to the 
power of number. The 
constant e equals 
2.71828182845904, the 
base of the natural 
logarithm. 

Number AN, SP or Expression containing 
the power of number. 

EXP(Number)  

Example: 
EXP(PLCCC$1$SP0046) Output AN or SP 

FLOOR Rounds number down, 
toward zero, to the 
nearest multiple of 
significance. 

Number AN, SP or Expression containing 
the number 

FLOOR(Number,Significance)  

Example: 
FLOOR(PLCCC$1$SP0044,0.125) Significance Constant, AN, SP or Expression 

containing the significance 

Output AN or SP 

GEOMEAN Returns the geometric 
mean of numbers. 

Numbers AN, SP or Expression containing 
the numbers 

GEOMEAN(Number,Number,…Nu
mber)  

Example: 
GEOMEAN(PLCCC$1$SP0044,PL
CCC$1$AN0022,PLCCC$1$AN00
23,PLCCC$1$AN0024) 

Output AN or SP 

HARMAN Returns the harmonic 
mean of numbers. 

Numbers AN, SP or Expression containing 
the numbers 

HARMAN(Number,Number,…Num
ber)  

Example: 
HARMAN(PLCCC$1$SP0044,PLC
CC$1$AN0022,PLCCC$1$AN002
3,PLCCC$1$AN0024) 

Output AN or SP 

INT Rounds a number down 
to the nearest integer. 

Number AN, SP or Expression containing 
the number 

INT(Number)  

Example: 
INT(PLCCC$1$SP0044*PLCCC$1
$AN0022-
PLCCC$1$AN0023*44.567) 

Output AN or SP 

LN Returns the natural 
logarithm of a number. 
Natural logarithms are 
based on the constant e 
(2.71828182845904) 

Number AN, SP or Expression containing 
the number 

LN(Number)  

Example: 
LN(PLCCC$1$SP0046) Output AN or SP 
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Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

 
Required Function Variables 
Definitions and Output Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

LOG10 Returns the base-10 
logarithm of a number. 

Number AN, SP or Expression containing 
the number 

LOG10(Number)  

Example: 
LOG10(PLCCC$1$SP0046) Output AN or SP 

MAX Returns the largest value 
in a set of numbers. 

Numbers AN, SP or Expression containing 
the numbers 

MAX(Number,Number,…,Number) 
Example: 
MAX(PLCCC$1$SP0044, 
PLCCc$1$AN0022,PLCCC$1$AN
0023,PLCCC$1$AN0024) 

Output AN or SP 

MIN Returns the smallest 
value in a set of numbers. 

Numbers AN, SP or Expression containing 
the numbers 

MIN(Number,Number,…,Number) 
Example: 
MIN(PLCCC$1$SP0044+100,PLC
CC$1$AN0022,PLCCC$1$AN002
3,PLCCC$1$AN0024-100) 

Output AN or SP 

MOD Returns the remainder 
after number is divided by 
divisor. The result has the 
same sign as divisor. 

Number Constant, AN, SP or Expression 
containing the remainder 

MOD(Number,Divisor)  

Example: 
MOD(PLCCC$1$SP0044,3) Divisor Constant, AN, SP or Expression 

containing the divisor 

Output AN or SP 

PI  Returns the number 
3.14159265358979. 

Output AN or SP PI()  

Example: 
PI() 

POWER Returns the result of a 
number raised to a 
power. 

Number AN, SP or Expression containing 
the number 

POWER(Number, Power) 

Example: 
POWER(PLCCC$1$AN0022, 2) Power AN, SP or Expression containing 

power 

Output AN or SP 

PRODUCT Multiplies all the numbers 
given as arguments and 
returns the product. 

Numbers AN, SP or Expression containing 
the numbers 

PRODUCT(Number,Number,…,Nu
mber)  

Example: 
PRODUCT(PLCCC$1$SP0044,10
00,PLCCC$1$AN0023,PLCCC$1$
AN0024) 

Output AN or SP 
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Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

 
Required Function Variables 
Definitions and Output Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

QUOTIENT Returns the integer 
portion of a division. Use 
this function when you 
want to discard the 
remainder of a division. 

Numerator AN, SP or Expression containing 
the numerator 

QUOTIENT(Numerator,Denominat
or)  

Example: 
QUOTIENT (PLCCC$1$SP0044, 
MAX(PLCCC$1$SP0044,PLCCC$
1$AN0022,PLCCC$1$AN0023,PL
CCC$1$AN0024)) 

Denominator AN, SP or Expression containing 
the denominator 

Output AN or SP 

SIN Returns the sine of the 
given angle. 

Angle AN, SP or Expression containing 
the angle 

SIN(Angle)  

Example: 
SIN(PLCCC$1$SP0044) Output AN or SP 

SQRT Returns a positive square 
root of a number. 

Number AN, SP or Expression containing 
the number 

SQRT(Number)  

Example: 
SQRT(PLCCC$1$SP0044) Output AN or SP 

SUM Adds all the numbers. Numbers AN, SP or Expression containing 
the numbers 

SUM(Number,Number,…Number) 
Example: 
SUM(PLCCC$1$SP0044,1000,PL
CCC$1$AN0023,PLCCC$1$AN00
24) 

Output AN or SP 

TAN Returns the tangent of 
the given angle. 

Angle AN, SP or Expression containing 
the angle 

TAN(Angle) 

Example: 
TAN(PLCCC$1$SP0044) Output AN or SP 

TANH 

TANH  

(cont.) 

 

Returns the hyperbolic 
tangent of a number. 

Number AN, SP or Expression containing 
the number 

TANH(Number)  

Example: 
TANH(PLCCC$1$SP0044) Output AN or SP 
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Functions Definitions—Gas 
 
 
Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

 
Required Function Variables 
Definitions and Output 
Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

AGA3 Gas flow through 

Orifice. 

FPV Supercompressibility factor AGA3(FPV, HW, PF, SG, TMP, 
OD, DIA, PB, TB, PIPE) HW  Differential pressure 

PF Static pressure 

SG Specific gravity 

TMP Flowing temperature 

OD Orifice diameter 

DIA Pipe diameter 

PB Pressure base 

TB Temperature base 

PIPE Pipe or flange tap 

Output AN or SP with calculated flow rate 
in MillionStandardCubic 
FeetHour 

AGA5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conversion of gas 
volume to energy 
equivalent. 

VOLUME Volume factor AGA5(VOLUME, PF, TF, SG, 
VN2, VO2, VHE, VCO,VCO2, 
VH2S, VH2O, VH2, FPV, FUV, 
FUE) 

PF Pressure factor 

TF Temperature factor 

SG Specific gravity 

VN2 Volume % of N2 (Nitrogen) 

VO2 Volume % of O2 (Oxygen) 

VHE Volume % of He (Helium) 

VCO Volume % of CO (Carbon 
monoxide) 

VCO2 Volume % of CO2 (Carbon dioxide) 
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VH2S Volume % of H2S (Hydrogen 
sulfide) 

 

Functions Definitions—Logical 
 
 
Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

 
Required Function Variables 
Definitions and Output Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

AND Returns TRUE if all the 
arguments are TRUE; 
returns FALSE if any of the 
arguments is FALSE. 

Arguments ST ,CT or Expression evaluated to 
TRUE or FALSE 

AND(Argument,Argument,…,Argument
)  
 
Example: 
AND(PLCCC$1$CT0044, 
PLCCc$1$ST0025) 

Output ST or CT set to 1 if TRUE or to  0 if 
FALSE 

FALSE Returns the logical value 
FALSE. 

Output ST or CT set to 0 FALSE()  

Example: 
FALSE() 

NOT Returns the inverse of TRUE 
or FALSE. 

Argument ST, CT or Expression evaluated to 
TRUE or FALSE 

NOT(Argument)  

Example: 
NOT(OR(PLCCC$1$ST0023,PLCCC$
1$ST0055)) 

Output ST or CT 

OR Returns TRUE if any of the 
arguments is TRUE; returns 
FALSE if all the arguments 
are FALSE. 

Arguments Digital Input OR(Argument,Argument,…,Argument)  
 
Example: 
OR(PLCCC$1$CT0044,PLCCC$1$ST
0025) 

Output ST or CT 

TRUE Returns the logical value 
TRUE. 

Output ST or CT set to 1 TRUE()  

Example: 
TRUE() 

XOR Returns TRUE if both 
arguments are complement; 
returns FALSE if both 
arguments are the same. 

Arguments ST ,CT or Expression evaluated to 
TRUE or FALSE 

XOR(Argument,Argument)  

Example: 
XOR(PLCCC$1$CT0044,PLCCC$1$S
T0025) 

Output ST or CT 
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Functions Definitions—RTU and Program Flow 
 
 
Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

 
Required Function Variables 
Definitions and Output Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

ALARM Combines Boolean points 
to a single alarm point 
with built-in retransmit 

ID Constant 1-16 ALARM(1,PLCCC$1$CT0012,PLC
CC$1$ST0001,NOT(PLCCC$1$S
T0002)) 

 

Control CT 

  Arguments Any valid Boolean expression 

  Output ST or CT 

BACK Returns to next line after 
the last JUMP(Label). 

Label Text string of label. Jump/Back is 
only one level deep 

BACK()  

Example: 
BACK() Output Not required 

COMSTAT Returns Communication 
Status between server 
and master station. 

Server 
Number 

1 for main Master, 2 for secondary 
Master. Main Master is the one that 
is allowed to do time synch. 

COMSTAT(ServerNumber)  

Example: 
COMSTAT(1) 

Output ST or CT set to 1 if communication 
is failed, set to 0 if normal 

DEADBAND Returns new number if 
absolute difference of 
new number from old 
number is greater than 
the clamp. 

Number AN or SP DEADBAND(Number,Clamp)  

Example: 
DEADBAND(PLCCC$1$AN0044,1
.05) 

Clamp Constant, AN, SP or Expression 

Output AN or SP 

GETTIMER Returns value of timer. ID Constant, AN, SP or Expression 
that evaluates to an absolute 
integer between 1 and 16 

GETTIMER(ID)  

Example: 
GETTIMER(1) 

Output AN or SP for type 1. In units of 10 
milliseconds 

ST or CT for type 2. 
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Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

 
Required Function Variables 
Definitions and Output Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

IF Returns one value if the 
argument evaluates to 1 
and another value if it 
evaluates to 0. 

Argument AN, SP, ST, CT or Expression that 
evaluates to a logical 1 or 0 

IF(Argument,TrueExpression, 
FalseExpression)  

Examples: 
IF(PLCCC$1$AN0022-
PLCCC$1$AN0024>PLCCC$1$A
N0025*2.75,PLCCC$1$AN0025,2
500) target get value of 
PLCCC$1$AN0025 or 2500 

IF(ISFAILED(PLCCC$1$CT0023),
1,0) target gets 1 if failed or zero if 
normal. 

IF(PLCCC$1$AN0024=0,PLCCC$
1$AN0022,PLCCC$1$AN0023) 
target get value of 
PLCCC$1$AN0022 if 
PLCCC$1$AN0024=0 

IF(GETTIMER(1),0,JUMP(There))    
no target required. Jump to There 
if timer is zero. 

IF(GETTIMER(1)=0,JUMP(There),
0)    no target required. Jump to 
There if timer is zero. 

True 
Expression 

Executes expression or returns 
value if argument is 1 

False 
Expression 

Executes expression or returns 
value if argument is 0 

Output AN, SP, ST, CT if required 

JUMP Jumps to the specified 
label. 

Label  JUMP(Label)  

Example: JUMP(There) Output Not required 

SETTIMER 

 

 

 

Sets value of timer. ID Constant, AN, SP or Expression 
that evaluates to an absolute 
integer between 1 and 16. 

SETTIMER(ID,Type,Duration)  

Example: 
SETTIMER(1,1,PLCCC$1$SP002
4) 
SETTIMER(1,1,6000) 

Type 1 to indicate elapsed type.  

2 to indicate toggle type. 
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Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

 
Required Function Variables 
Definitions and Output Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

SETTIMER 

(cont.) 

Duration Constant, AN, SP or Expression 
that contains the timer duration in 
units of 10 milliseconds. Duration 
must be an absolute integer 

The elapsed and toggle timers 
used in the RTU are set to zero 
when the RTU restarts and must 
be set again if required.  

SETTIMER can not be used inside 
an IF function 

Output Not required 

 ISFAILED Returns 1 if point is not 
updated. 

Argument AN, SP, ST, CT  ISFAILED(Argument,)  

Example: 
ISFAILED(PLCCC$1$AN0022) 

Output ST or CT 

SWITCHES 

See Switches 
for more 
information. 

Returns value for 16 bits 
of the Switches. 

Mask Constant with mask to be ANDed 
with Switches. If mask is zero 
returns all 16 bits. Mask of 1 returns 
lsb of switches, 32768 returns msb. 

SWITCHES(Mask)  

Example: 
SWITCHES(255) returns 8 lsb of 
switches 

Output AN or SP 

ZEROCLAMP Returns number as zero 
value if absolute number 
is less than the clamp. 

Number AN or SP or Expression ZEROCLAMP(Number,Clamp)  

Example: 
ZEROCLAMP(PLCCC$1$AN0044,
0.5) 

Clamp Constant, AN, SP or Expression 
that contains the zero clamp 

Output AN or SP 
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Functions Definitions—Time 
 
 
Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

 
Required Function Variables 
Definitions and Output Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

DAY Returns the day of the 
month corresponding to a 
binary date. 

NOW(), AN 
or SP 

Now() is the current date and time. 
AN or SP must contain a previously 
stored Now() 

DAY(NOW())  

Example: 
DAY(NOW())  
DAY(PLCCC$1$SP0120)   

PLCCC$1$SP0120 had stored a 
previous NOW() 

Output AN or SP set to day of the month. 
The day is returned as an integer 
ranging from 1 to 31. 

HOUR Returns the hour of the 
day corresponding to a 
binary date. 

NOW() , AN 
or SP 

Now() is the current date and time. 
AN or SP must contain a previously 
stored Now() 

HOUR(NOW())  

Example:  
HOUR (NOW())  
HOUR(PLCCC$1$SP0120)  
 
PLCCC$1$SP0120 had stored a 
previous NOW() 

Output AN or SP set to hour of day. The 
hour is returned as an integer, 
ranging from 0 (12:00 A.M.) to 23 
(11:00 P.M.). 

MINUTE Returns the minute of the 
hour corresponding to a 
binary date. 

NOW() , AN 
or SP 

Now() is the current date and time. 
AN or SP must contain a previously 
stored Now() 

MINUTE(NOW())  

Example: 
MINUTE (NOW()) 
MINUTE (PLCCC$1$SP0120)   
 
PLCCC$1$SP0120 had stored a 
previous NOW() 

Output AN or SP set to minute of the hour. 
The minute is returned as an 
integer, ranging from 0 59. 

MONTH Returns the month of the 
year corresponding to a 
binary date. 

NOW() , AN 
or SP 

Now() is the current date and time. 
AN or SP must contain a previously 
stored Now() 

MONTH(NOW())  

Example: 
MONTH (NOW())  
MONTH (PLCCC$1$SP0120) 
 
PLCCC$1$SP0120 had stored a 
previous NOW() 

Output AN or SP set to the month of the 
year. The month is returned as an 
integer ranging from 1 to 12. 
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Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

 
Required Function Variables 
Definitions and Output Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

NOW Returns the current date 
and time in a binary 
format. Long term 
elapsed timers or critical 
timers can be derived 
from NOW().  
 
Daylight saving time may 
have to be accounted for 
some calculations 

Output AN or SP set to binary Now in 
millisecond units. 

NOW()  

Example: 
NOW() 
Now can be used to calculate 
elapsed time over long periods of 
time based on date on time of day.  
(The elapsed and toggle timers 
used in the RTU are set to zero 
when the RTU restarts and any 
elapsed calculation is lost). A 
stored NOW() value in a SP can 
be subtracted from the current 
NOW() and the difference is the 
elapsed time in milliseconds 
independent of RTU restarts. 

Example: ‘‘ 

=If((NOW()-
PLCCC$1$SP0024)/3600000>24,(
DoDaily),0) 
 
If 24 hours elapsed, do it. 
‘ 
‘ 
‘ 

DoDaily: =NOW()          
PLCCC$1$SP0024 
‘ 
‘ 
‘ 
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Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

 
Required Function Variables 
Definitions and Output Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

SECOND Returns the second of the 
minute corresponding to 
a binary date. 

NOW() , AN 
or SP 

Now() is the current date and time. 
AN or SP must contain a previously 
stored Now() 

SECOND(NOW())  

Example: SECOND(NOW()) 
SECOND (PLCCC$1$SP0120) 
 
PLCCC$1$SP0120 had stored a 
previous NOW() 

Output AN or SP set to second of the 
minute. The second is returned as 
an integer, ranging from 0 59. 

WEEKDAY Returns the weekday of 
the week corresponding 
to a binary date. 

NOW() , AN 
or SP 

Now() is the current date and time. 
AN or SP must contain a previously 
stored Now() 

WEEKDAY(NOW())  

Example: 
WEEKDAY (NOW) 
WEEKDAY (PLCCC$1$SP0120) 
 
PLCCC$1$SP0120 had stored a 
previous NOW() 

Output AN or SP set to weekday of the 
week. The weekday is returned as 
an integer, ranging from 1 7. 
Sunday to Saturday. 

YEAR Returns the year of the 
week corresponding to a 
binary date. 

NOW() , AN 
or SP 

Now() is the current date and time. 
AN or SP must contain a previously 
stored Now() 

YEAR(NOW())  

Example: 
YEAR(NOW())  
YEAR(PLCCC$1$SP0120)   
 
PLCCC$1$SP0120 had stored a 
previous NOW() 

AN or SP Analog Input or Analog Output 

Output AN or SP set to year. The year is 
given as an integer in the range 
1900-9999. 
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Functions Definitions—Special 
 
 
Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

 
Required Function Variables 
Definitions and Output Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

PDO Pulse Duration Output. ID   1 to 8 identifying one of eight PDOs PDO(ID,Mode,RunTime,Span,Min
Duration,MaxDuration,PDOInput,F
eedBack, 
LowLimitSwitch,HighLimitSwitch) 

Mode  1 to indicate limit switches with no 
analog feedback 

 2 to indicate no feedback 

 3 to indicate analog feedback 

Run Time Constant or SP with run time of this 
PDO in seconds 

Span Constant or SP with valve travel 
time from end to end in  seconds 

Min. Duration Constant or SP with minimum 
duration of output pulse in seconds 

Max. 
Duration 

Constant or SP with maximum 
duration of output pulse in seconds 

PDOInput AN or SP with requested position of 
valve 

Feedback In mode 3 analog feedback of valve 
position 

LowLimit 
Switch 

In mode 3 ST with 1 to indicate 
lower limit reached 

HighLimit 
Switch 

In mode 3 ST with 1 to indicate 
upper limit reached 

Output CT for required PDO output 

PDOTRACK PDO Track of requested 
valve position. 

ID 1 to 8 identifying one of eight PDOs PDOTRACK(ID)    

Example: 
PDOTRACK(1) 

Output AN or SP with calculated valve 
position 
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Function 

 
 
Function Definition 

Required 
Function 
Variables 

Required Function 
Variables Definitions 
and Output Targets 

 
 
Syntax 

PID PID Loop ID 1 to 8 identifying one of eight PIDs PID(ID,KP,KI,KD,SI,Setpoint,Proce
ssValue,Shutdown,Automanual, 
ManualValve) 

Example: 
=pid(1,PLCCC$1$SP0560,PLCCC
$1$SP0561,PLCCC$1$SP0562,PL
CCC$1$SP0563,PLCCC$1$SP05
65,PLCCC$1$AN003,PLCCC$1$C
T0501,PLCCC$1$CT0502,PLCCC
$1$SP0564) 
 
PLCCC$1$SP0047 Valve 1 
Control Set Point 

KP Constant or SP with Proportional 
factor 

KI Constant or SP with Integral factor 

KD Constant or SP with Derivative 
factor 

SI Constant or SP with sample 
interval in seconds 

Setpoint   SP with requested set point 

ProcessValue AN with analog feedback 

ShutDown ST or CT with 1 to indicate PID 
shutdown 

AutoMan ST or CT with 1 to indicate PID in 
manual mode 

ManualValue AN or SP with requested set point 
in manual mode 

Output SP for required PID output 

PIDTRACK PID track of PID loop 
running. 

ID 1 to 8 identifying one of eight PIDs PIDTRACK(ID)   

Example: 
PIDTRACK(1) 

Output AN or SP with requested set point 

PIDSTATUS PID status of PID loop 
running 

ID 1 to 8 identifying one of eight PIDs PIDSTATUS(ID) 

Example: 
PIDSTATUS(1) 

Output ST or CT set to 1, if PID loop is 
running 
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Points in Raw Format Values 

Table 1 

• ModBus:  All Analogs read using a register type "numerical value" are not 
normalized.  All other values must be checked to determine the used raw range. 

• SEL:  The time values (hh,mm,ss,ms) are not normalized. 

 

Table 2 – Analog Word Size 

This table identifies the maximum analog word size for Servers. Each client or server point 
defines the used range and if the value is in raw or engineering format. (See client or server 
documentation to determine individual point format.) 

SERVER ANALOG WORD SIZE IN BITS 

C3825 12 

CDC 12 

C300 12 

DNP3 16 

Harris5 12 

Modbus 16 

LG8979 12 

QUICS 12 

Redac70H 12 

Telegyr 12 

TRW 12 

UCA 16 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


